

 

WFXL (FOX) - Albany, GA
FOX 31 News: Good Day
2/13/2013 6:35:05 AM
... often not with each other, but with an electronic device. 
Beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin believes technology is 
killing our interpersonal skills. belkin says: they interfere with 
interpersonal, with one on one and they live social trusting 
understand relationship that we all strive to have with another 
person. pew research center did a study asking does social 
media cause social isolation?? and the results found that social 

media users do not have more or ...
View Transcript
KEVN (FOX) - Rapid City, SD
KEVN FOX-7 News at 6:00
2/13/2013 6:33:20 AM
... electronic device. beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin believes technology is killing 
our interpersonal skills. howard belkin, m.d.>> belkin says: they interfere with 
interpersonal, with one on one and they live social trusting understand relationship that 
we all strive to have with another person. pew research center did a study asking does 
social media cause social isolation?? and the results found that social media users do 
not have more or fewer friends. and in fact, facebook users had more close friends. ...
View Transcript 

KEVN (FOX) - Rapid City, SD
KEVN FOX-7 News at 9:00
2/12/2013 10:19:01 PM
... with each other, but with an electronic device. beaumont 
psychiatrist howard belkin believes technology is killing our 
interpersonal skills. howard belkin, m.d.>> belkin says: they 
interfere with interpersonal, with one on one and they live 
social trusting understand relationship that we all strive to have 

with another person. pew research center did a study asking does social media cause 
social isolation?? and the results found that social media users do not have more or 
fewer friends. and in fact, facebook users had more close friends. ...
View Transcript
WLAX (FOX) - La Crosse, WI
TMZ
2/12/2013 9:57:51 PM
... beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin believes technology is killing our interpersonal 
skills. belkin says: they interfere with interpersonal, with one on one and they live social 



trusting underan relationship that we all strive to have with another person. pew 
research center did a study asking does social media cause social isolation?? d the 
results found that social media users do not ve rer wefriends. and in fact, facebook 
users had more close friends. some would ...

View Transcript
KSTU-SLC (FOX) - Salt Lake City, UT
FOX 13 News at 5:30
2/12/2013 5:44:51 PM
... communicating it's often not with each other, but with an 
electronic device. beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin 
believes technology is killing our interpersonal skills. belkin 

says: they interfere with interpersonal, with one on one and they live social trusting 
understand relationship that we all strive to have with another person. pew research 
center did a study asking does social media cause social isolation?? and the results 
found that social media users do not have ...
View Transcript
KBTV (FOX) - Beaumont, TX
Southeast Texas Live
2/12/2013 4:37:02 PM
... technology is making us less social. four your health belkin, m.d. / psychiatrist / 
beaumont hospital in health works, imagine you're at nice restaurant on a date or with a 
group of friends. you'd never pull out a magazine at the table and start reading it. but 
that's exactly what we're doing with our phones. is technology making us less social? 
take a look around these day, when you see people communicating it's often not with 
each other, but with an electronic device. beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin 
believes ...
View Transcript


WXIX-CIN (FOX) - Cincinnati, OH
FOX19 Morning News Extra
2/12/2013 10:51:43 AM
... each other, but with an electronic device. beaumont 
psychiatrist howard belkin believes technology is killing our 
interpersonal skills. belkin says: they interfere with 
interpersonal, with one on one and they live social trusting 
understand relationship that we all strive to have with another 
person. pew research center did a study asking does social 

media cause social isolation?? and the results found that social 
media users do not have more or ...
View Transcript
WHBQ-MEM (FOX) - Memphis, TN
Good Morning Memphis



2/12/2013 8:51:37 AM
... look around these day, when you see people communicating it's often not with each 
other, but with an electronic device. beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin believes 
technology is killing our interpersonal skills. belkin says: they interfere with 
interpersonal, with one on one and they live social trusting understand relationship that 
we all strive to have with another person. pew research center did a study asking does 
social media cause social isolation??and the results found that social media users do 
not have more or fewer friends. and in fact, facebook users had more close friends. 
some would argue, virtually we've never been more connected, but it's hard to believe 
that it's not impacting our face to face skills. belkin says: the ability to look someone in 
the eye, the ability to read someone's body language, and to carry on a full intimate 
relationship with someone on a one on one basis. it's how we create relationships, it's 
how we meet our mate, it's how we teach our children and other people how to become 
loving human bin. so what's the answer? come up with some phone free ...
View Transcript
KMPH-FRES (FOX) - Fresno, CA
Great Day
2/12/2013 8:22:48 AM
... with each other, but with an electronic device. beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin 

believes technology is killing our interpersonal skills. belkin says: they interfere with 
interpersonal, with one on one and they live social trusting understand relationship that 
we all strive to have with another person. pew research center did a study asking does 
social media cause social isolation?? and the results found that social media users do 
not have more or fewer friends. and in fact, facebook users had more close friends. 
some would argue, virtually we've never been more connected, ...
View Transcript
KTBC-AUS (FOX) - Austin, TX
Good Day Austin
2/12/2013 7:55:19 AM
... other, but with an electronic device. beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin believes 
technology is killing our interpersonal skills. belkin says: they interfere with 
interpersonal, with one on one and they live social media caus social isolation?? and 
the that social media users do not have more friends. and in fact, facebook users had 
more close friends. some would argue, virtually we've never been more connected, but 
it's hard connected, been more virtually would argue, friends. some users had facebook 



friends. and in or fewer media users do that social results found isolation?? social media 
cause study asking center did a research person. with another all strive to have 
relationship that we they live social one on one and interfere with belkin says: they 
skills. killing our technology is believes psychiatrist beaumont device. with an other, but 
with each it's often not see people it's often not with each with an electronic device. 
beaumont psychiatrist believes technology is interpersonal ...
View Transcript
WDAF-KC (FOX) - Kansas City, MO
Fox 4 News Morning Show
2/12/2013 7:49:56 AM

... smartphone more. but does that actually make you less 
social? beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin believes 
technology is killing our interpersonal skills. howard belkin, 
m.d. / psychiatrist / beaumont hospital says: the ability to 
look someone in the eye, the ability to read someone's body 
language, and to carry on a full intimate relationship with 
someone on a one on one basis. it's how we create 
relationships, it's how we meet our mate, it's how we teach 
our children and other people how to become loving human 

beings. ...
View Transcript
KTMJ (FOX) - Topeka, KS
KTMJ 43 Kansas First News at 7:00 AM
2/12/2013 7:49:52 AM
... smartphone more. but does that actually make you less social? beaumont 
psychiatrist howard belkin believes technology is killing our interpersonal skills. howard 
belkin, m.d. / psychiatrist / beaumont hospital says: the ability to look someone in the 
eye, the ability to read someone's body language, and to carry on a full intimate 
relationship with someone on a one on one basis. it's how we create relationships, it's 
how we meet our mate, it's how we teach our children and other people how to become 
loving human beings. ...
View Transcript 

KFXK (FOX) - Tyler, TX
FOX 51 Today
2/12/2013 7:43:08 AM
... chyrons: 0:00 - 0:12 deena centofanti / fox news 1:05 - 1:11 
howard belkin, m.d. / psychiatrist / beaumont hospital 1:29 - 
1:46 deena centofanti / fox news ---------------------- 

---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- 
---------------------- -- in health works, imagine you're at nice restaurant on a date or with a 
group of friends. you'd never pull out a magazine at the table and start reading it. but 
that's exactly what we're doing with our phones. is technology making us less social? 
take a look around these day, when you see people communicating it's often not with 



each other, but with an electronic device. beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin believes 
technology is killing our interpersonal skills. belkin says: they interfere with 
interpersonal, with one on one and they live ...
View Transcript
KMPH-FRES (FOX) - Fresno, CA
Great Day
2/12/2013 7:17:10 AM
... with each other, but with an electronic device. beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin 
believes technology is killing our interpersonal skills. belkin says: they interfere with 
interpersonal, with one on one and they live social trusting understand relationship that 
we all strive to have with another person. pew research center did a study asking does 
social media cause social isolation?? and the results found that social media users do 
not have more or fewer friends. and in fact, facebook users had more close friends. 
some would argue, virtually we've never been more connected, ...
View Transcript
KMPH-FRES (FOX) - Fresno, CA
Great Day
2/12/2013 6:18:06 AM
... with each other, but with an electronic device. beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin 
believes technology is killing our interpersonal skills. belkin says: they interfere with 

interpersonal, with one on one and they live social trusting 
understand relationship that we all strive to have with another 
person. pew research center did a study asking does social 
media cause social isolation?? and the results found that 
social media users do not have more or fewer friends. and in 
fact, facebook users had more close friends. some would 
argue, virtually we've never been more connected, ...
View Transcript

KMPH-FRES (FOX) - Fresno, CA
Great Day
2/12/2013 5:26:03 AM
... with each other, but with an electronic device. beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin 
believes technology is killing our interpersonal skills. belkin says: they interfere with 
interpersonal, with one on one and they live social tsting understand relationship that we 
all strive to have with another person. pew research center did a study asking does 
social media cause social isolation?? and the results found that social media users do 
not have more or fewer friends. and in fact, facebook users had more close friends. 
some would argue, virtually we've never been more connected, ...
View Transcript
WEMT (FOX) - Tri-Cities, TN
Fox Tri-Cities 10 O'Clock News
2/11/2013 10:41:33 PM



... with each other, but with an electronic device. beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin 
believes technology is killing our interpersonal skills. belkin says: they interfere with 
interpersonal, with one on one and they live social trusting understand relationship that 
we all strive to have with another person. pew research center did a study asking does 
social media cause social isolation?? and the results found that social media ...

View Transcript
WTGS-SAV (FOX) - Savannah, GA
Fox 28 News at Ten
2/11/2013 10:38:59 PM
... electronic device.beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin 
believes technology is killing our interpersonal skills. belkin 
says: they interfere with interpersonal, with one on one and they 

live social trusting understand relationship that we all strive to have with another 
person.pew research center did a study asking does social media cause social 
isolation?? and the results found that social media users do not have more or fewer 
friends.and in ...
View Transcript
KXRM (FOX) - Colorado Springs, CO
News at 9
2/11/2013 9:52:09 PM
... device. beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin believes technology is killing our 
interpersonal skills. belkin says: they interfere with interpersonal, with one on one and 
they live social trusting understand relationship that we all strive to have with another 
person. pew research center did a study asking does social media cause social 
isolation??and the results found that social media users do not have more or fewer ...
View Transcript
 
 
KVRR (FOX) - Fargo, ND
Fox News at 9
 
2/11/2013 9:34:46 PM
 
... us less social? take a look around these day, when you see people communicating 
it's often not with each other, but with an electronic device. beaumont psychiatrist 
howard belkin believes technology is killing our interpersonal skills. howard belkin, m.d. 
psychiatrist, beaumont hospital>> belkin says: they interfere with interpersonal, with one 
on one and they live social trusting understand relationship that we all strive to have 
with another person. pew research center did a study asking does social media cause 
social isolation?? candace>> women who have high blood pressure during pregnancy 
may later face a higher risk of developing heart disease, chronic kidney disease and it 
found those women had an increased risk of cardiovascular diseases later in life. 
austen>> if americans reduce their sodium intake by just a teaspoon a day, and 



increase that gradually over a decade, up to a half million lives could be saved. reducing 
sodium
KVRR (FOX) - Fargo, ND
Fox News at 9
2/11/2013 9:33:10 PM
... with each other, but with an electronic device. beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin 
believes technology is killing our interpersonal skills. howard belkin, m.d. psychiatrist, 
beaumont hospital>> belkin says: they interfere with interpersonal, with one on one and 
they live social trusting understand relationship that we all strive to have with another 
person. pew research center did a study asking does social media cause social 
isolation?? and the results found that social media users do not have more or fewer 
friends. and in fact, facebook users had more close friends. ...

View Transcript
KTBC-AUS (FOX) - Austin, TX
FOX 7 News Edge at Five
2/11/2013 5:47:48 PM
... look day, when you see people communicating it's often not 
with each other, but with an electronic device. beaumont 
psychiatrist howard belkin believes technology is killing our 
interpersonal skills. belkin says: they interfere with 

interpersonal, with one on one and they live social trusting 
understand relationship that we all strive to have with another person. pew research 
center did a study asking does social media cause social isolation?? and the results 
found that social media users do not have more or fewer friends. and in fact, facebook 
users had more close friends. some would argue, virtually we've never been more 
connected, but it's hard to believe that it's not impacting our face to face skills. belkin 
says: the ability to look someone in the eye, the ability to read someone's body 
language, and to carry on a full intimate relationship with someone on a one on one 
basis. it's how we create relationships, it's how we meet our mate, it's how we teach our 
children and other people how to become loving human beings. answer? come up with 
some phone low tech times for example, at the dinner table or a make sure everyone 
puts their device away and then conversation flow! that's hw i'm d.c. ...
View Transcript
KRIV-HOU (FOX) - Houston, TX
FOX 26 News at 8AM
1/31/2013 8:34:32 AM
... with their devices. psychiatrist howard belkin believes technology is killing our 
interpersonal skills. take a listen. >> the ability to look someone in the eye, the ability to 
read someone's body posture and body mannerisms, and to carry on a full kind of 
intimate relationship with somebody just on a one-on-one basis. it's how we build 
relationships. it's how we meet our mate. it's how we teach our children and other 
people how to become ...
View Transcript




KTBC-AUS (FOX) - Austin, TX
FOX 7 News Edge in the Morning
1/31/2013 6:26:16 AM
... howard belkin, m.d., psychiatrist: "the ability to look someone in the eye, the ability to 
read someone's body language, and to carry on a full intimate relatoinship with 
someone on a one-on-one basis. it's how we create relationships, it's how we meet our 
mate, it's how we teach our children and other people how to become loving human 
beings and it's something that advances the socialness of society in general." pew ...
View Transcript
KTBC-AUS (FOX) - Austin, TX
FOX 7 News Edge in the Morning
1/31/2013 6:25:58 AM
... psychiatrist howard belkin believes technology is killing our intrapersonal skills. ...
View Transcript


WJBK-DET (FOX) - Detroit, MI
FOX 2 News: Live at 11 AM
1/29/2013 11:55:23 AM
... device. beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin believes 
technology is killing our interpermanent skills. >> they interfere 
with the personal relationship, the one on one relationship and 
the live social trusting interpersonal relationship we have with 
one another. >> reporter: does social media cause social 

isolation? result of a study found that ...
View Transcript
WJBK-DET (FOX) - Detroit, MI
FOX 2 News at 10AM
1/29/2013 10:10:31 AM
... electronic device. beaumont psychiatrist howard belkin believes technology is killing 
our interpersonal skills. >> they interfere with the interpersonal relationship, they 
interfere with the one on one relationship, and the live social-trusting understanding 
relationship that he with all drive to have with another person. >> reporter: pew research 
center did a study asking does social media cause social isolation? and the results 
found that social media users do not have more or less friends, and in fact, facebook 
users ...
View Transcript
WJBK-DET (FOX) - Detroit, MI
Fox 2 News Morning
1/29/2013 6:11:46 AM
... electronic device. beaumont's psychiatrist howard belkin believes technology is killing 
our interpersonal skills. >> they interfere with the interpersonal relationship. they 
interfear with the one-on-one relationship and the social trusting relationship that we all 



strive to have with another person. >> pew research center asked, does social media 
cause social isolation? the results found that social ...
 


